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Social Organization

01 Social Organization_Blog writing padlet writing
1. Be able to skim an article to get the general idea of it, 
and
2. To summarize the conventions for writing a blog 
article

02 Social Organization_reading blog articles
Reading materials: Loneliness in Taiwan

worksheet

1. Unpack the assessment criteria for writing (Paper 1)
2. Analyze their strengths and weaknesses in writing
3. Sum up the features of the text type “blog”

03 Social Organization_blog conventions
Blog conceptual understanding

Assessment criteria worksheet

1. Students are able to evaluate their own works based 
on the assessment criteria for conceptual understanding.
2. Students are able to evaluate peers’ works based on 
assessment criteria  for conceptual understanding.
3. Students are able to revise and refine their writing 
accordingly.

04 Social Organzation_Revision of blog writing
Self and Peer Evaluation Sheet

1. get a grasp of how emotions connect social 
organization
2. expand your vocabulary to describe emotions

05 Social Organization_Emotions
Emotions worksheet

Jamboard

1. understand social emotional competences (skills)
2. identify 5 key social and emotional skills
3. apply social and emotional skills to real life situations

06 Social Organization_Social Emotions listening practice
Vocabulary Quiz

1. outline the concept of empathy
2. compare empathy with sympathy
3. analyze the difficulty of developing empathy

07-08. Social Organization_Empathy listening comprehension
group discussion
group discussion2

09 Social Organization_Empathy and society empathy and society worksheet
(rudimentary level)
1. hone listening comprehension skills.
2. identify the key features of a speech text.

(intermediate-high level)
1. give precise answers with more complex sentence 
structures and less errors. 
2. complete the assignment by class.

10 Social Organization_Speech as a text type listening practice

1. Grasp the conceptual understandings of a speech text.
2. Understand the criteria to assess a speech.
3. Be able to comprehend the target skills for speech.

11 Social Organization_target skills for speech Discussion worksheet

1. Apply reading strategies to comprehend an article in 
given time.
2. Polish writing skills by providing fully developed 
answers.
3. Develop further understandings of social relationships 
under different cultural contexts.

12 Social Organization_Reading:Salsa Stories 
Aguinaldo

co-edit google slides

13 Social Organization_Secret Helper Activity writing task: a speech



Social Organization

1. Identify the different features of three text types: 
blog, speech, and essay
2. understand the assessment criteria of the writing 
tasks in IB 
3. plan the next steps for improvement

14 Social Organization_Comparison of 3 text types worksheet

15 Social Organization_Register & Tone Register worksheet
16 Social Organization_essay structure worksheet: essay structure

writing practice
1st midterm: writing (speech, blog, 
essay)
Markscheme for writing

Sharing the Planet

01 Sharing the planet_diagnostic test Diagnostoic test
Grammar homework: tenses

1. understand the assessment criteria for Oral IA in 
English B;
2.  be able to identify the differences between the 
criteria of SL and HL 
3. be able to state the weightings of Oral IA

02 Sharing the Planet_Unpacking Oral IA Criteria oral practice
Grammar homework: tenses 2

03 & 04 Sharing the Planet_pros and cons in rural 
and urban life

listening and speaking
Note-taking worksheet
Grammar homework: conjunctions and 
linking words
Speaking practice transcript

1. listen attentively and restate others’ opinions, and
2. address the differences between urban and rural life in 
a more sophisticated way.

05 Sharing the Planet_Education, Economics, and 
Leisure in Urban and Rural Environments

speaking worksheet
Speaking practice transcript
Grammar practice: If Clauses

1. listen attentively and restate others’ opinions
2. address the differences between urban and rural life in 
a more sophisticated way.

06 Sharing the Planet_Housing speaking worksheet
Speaking practice transcript
Grammar practice: preprositions

1. effectively connect what they read to different 
questions.
2. get the gist of each question and provide meaningful 
answers.
3. reflect on their performance and come up with 
strategies for improvement.

07 Sharing the Planet: 97 Orchard Street oral presentation worksheet
Reading comprehsion

1. develop full awareness to the crucial elements of an 
effective presentation.
2. understand what a complex sentence is, and
3. apply complex sentences to the presentation.

08 Sharing the Planet: preference for rural or 
urban environments

Speaking worksheet
Grammar practice: prepositions, 
conjunctions and linking verbs

1. find out if you make a noticeable improvement.
2. understand how to do a self training.

09 Sharing the Planet: review speaking worksheet
Speaking practice transcript



Sharing the Planet

1. understand each step and the details in IO.
2. develop strategies to answer questions concerning 
environmental issues.
3. be more familiar with the discussion part in IO via 
practice.

10 Sharing the Planet: environmental issues speaking worksheet
speaking practice transcript

1. explore the topic from diverse aspects.
2. use bullet points effectively to develop ideas. 
3. put bullet points together to make a complete 
passage. 

11 & 12 Sharing the Planet: Food issues Jamboard speaking practice
Grammar pracitce: adjectives
speaking worksheet
speaking practice transcript

1. Understand the O.R.E.strategy.
2. Utilize O.R.E.strategy to develop structuralized 
answers.

13 Sharing the Planet: ORE skills co-edit google slides

1. Understand the skills to answer problem-solving 
questions.
2. Utilize problem-solving skills to provide effective 
answers.

14 Sharing the Planet_ suggest solutions oral presentation
co-edit google doc
Grammar practice: Review

2nd midterm: oral
IO question bank
IO evaluation sheet

Refelction on Oral Exam Jamboard

Human Ingenuity

1. Restate the definition of “human ingenuity”
2. Establish connections between “The Moon” and 
“Human Ingenuity”
3. Name the strategy used in the teacher’s modeling
4. Apply the strategy when reading “The Moon”

01 Human Ingenuity_The Moon Turn and Talk worksheet

1. Understand the main idea of “The Moon”
2. Summarize the main ideas of each paragraph in “The 
Moon”

02 Human Ingenuity_The Moon_Reading Vocabulary Quiz
Co-edit Google doc: Summarization

1. Effectively summarize the article “No Need to 
Establish a Moon Space”
2. Compare and contrast the purposes of the two articles 

03 Human Ingentuity_No Need to Establish a 
Moon Base

Reading comprehension

1. indicate how technology changed human life in 
different ways; and
2. enhance listening skills 

04 Human Ingentuity_Technology Listening Comprehension

1. demonstrate understanding of vocabulary in the 
context of an internet-related blog
2. apply vocabulary in new contexts
3. enhance reading strategies: prediction and 
summarization

05 Human Ingentuity_Life without internet
Reading Material: Life without Internet

Prediction and Summarization 
worksheet_co-edit google doc

1. explain and point out the influences of media 
2. expand vocabulary and idiomatic expressions
3. familiarize yourself with various types of questions

06 & 07 Human Ingenuity_A Media-made Society Reading comprehension worksheet



Final: Paper Exam (listening and 
Reading)
Question Booklet
Reading Booklet
Listening audio file


